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Proteinlike behavior of a spin system near the transition between a ferromagnet and a spin glas
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A simple spin system is studied as an analog for proteins. We investigate how the introduction of random-
ness and frustration into the system affects the designability and stability of ground-state configurations. We
observe that the spin system exhibits proteinlike behavior in the vicinity of the transition between a ferromag-
net and a spin glass. Our results illuminate some guiding principles in protein evolution.
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The folding of a protein into a specific three-dimension
~3D! biologically active structure is now often described
the funnel concept@1#. It is assumed that the energy lan
scape of a protein is rugged but with a sufficient over
slope towards the native structure@2#. Folding occurs by
multipathway kinetics and the particulars of the folding fu
nel determine the transitions between the different therm
dynamic states@2,3#. While originally derived from studies
of minimalistic protein models, evidence for the validity
the funnel concept was subsequently presented for real
teins @4#.

A funnellike energy landscape guarantees thermodyna
stability and kinetic accessibility for the biologically activ
structure of proteins. Both are necessary conditions for p
teins to perform their biological functions. Hence, the funn
concept suggests that the optimal state of a protein is on
minimal frustration@5#. This is because a smoother ener
landscape and a steeper slope leads to faster folding
greater stability. However, proteins are in general only m
ginally stable@6#, and both stability and speed of folding ca
often be increased in protein engineering@7#. Hence, it ap-
pears that the sequence of amino acids in a protein i
general not optimized for the smoothness of its energy la
scape. The question arises then on why is this the case
why are proteins only marginally stable. Or, what facto
constraint the amount of frustration~and the ruggedness o
the funnel landscape! in the evolution of proteins?

When studying the above questions, one encounters
problem that the amount of frustration is difficult to contr
in protein models. For this reason, we propose to use
frustrated 3D-Ising model on a simple cubic lattice@8# with
periodic boundary conditions as an analogy of proteins,
to study the above questions for this much simpler system
which the frustration may be easily measured. Unlike in e
lier work @9,10#, we interpolate continuously between th
ferromagnet and the spin glass by varying the density
antiferromagnetic bonds. Our choice of the system is m
vated by the observation that proteins are similar to s
glasses in that their energy landscape is characterized
huge number of local minima separated by high-energy b
riers @11#. On the other hand, the global funnellike topolo
of protein energy landscapes, leading to a unique gro
state, resembles more a ferromagnet. Hence, it seems
proteins show behavior between that of a ferromagnet an
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spin glass. However, the limitations of the analogy betwe
the frustrated Ising model and proteins should be kept
mind. Spin systems do not fold, only the process by wh
the system finds its ground state may be regarded as an
gous to folding. We can study only how, for Ising mode
this process depends on the frustration and under which
ditions there are similarities to proteins.

Our model is described by the Hamiltonian

H52(
^ lm&

3N

Jlms lsm, ~1!

where the sum goes over all 3N (N the number of spins!
pairs ^ lm& of nearest-neighbor spinss i561. A certain
numberM of randomly chosen bond variables,Jlm , are set
to Jlm521 while the remaining 3N2M bonds are assigne
the valueJlm51. The ratioR5M /3N is a measure for the
randomness in our Ising system and leads to the frustra
in the systems that is, as usual, defined through

F5
1

3N (
h i

d~Fh i
,21! with Fh i

5J12J23J34J14.

~2!

Here,J12,J23,J34,J14 are the four bond variables of thei th
elementary plaquetteh i of the lattice, and the sum goes ov
all 3N elementary plaquettes.

Our simulations are done on a 43434 lattice, which is
small enough that simulated annealing will find the grou
state. An even smaller lattice size may have allowed exha
tive enumeration, but would have introduced severe fin
size effects. For a given valueF of frustration, 2000 realiza-
tions of bond variables$Jlm% are generated in random. Fo
each realization,N1 simulated annealing runs are used
search for the global minimum. In each run, we cool do
the system with step sizeDT50.1 from temperatureT53 to
T50.3 performing 40 Monte Carlo sweeps~one update for
each spin! at each temperature. We define as ground-stateCg
of one realization the configuration with the lowest-ener
Eg obtained in theN1 runs. To ensure reasonable statisti
we require that this energy is found in at leastN2 simulated
annealing runs. The total numberN1 of runs is adjusted ac
cordingly and the failure rateNF5(N12N2)/N1 defines an
index for the difficulty to find the global minimum. In the
©2001 The American Physical Society03-1
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BRIEF REPORTS PHYSICAL REVIEW E 64 052903
next step, we check theN2 ground-state configurations fo
rotational and translational symmetries, and identify in t
way the numberNg of distinct ground-state configuration
found for the given realization. For small values ofR we set
N2510 000. As the system approaches the spin glass,Ng
increases rapidly. Therefore, ifNg.1000, we repeat the
simulation withN25100 000 to obtain more accurate valu
for Ng .

By altering the frustrationF, we can tune our system be
tween a ferromagnet (F50) and a spin glass (^F&av50.5)
and investigate the relation betweenF in the system and the
occurrence of proteinlike behavior. Since the native state
protein is unique and commonly assumed to be its gro
state, we define a realization$Jlm% as proteinlike if it has a
single ground state. The number of protein-like realizat
$Jlm% among 2000 realizations is denoted byNSG. We dis-
play the frequencyf SG5NSG/2000 of such realizations as
function ofF in Fig. 1, which shows thatf SG decreases with
growing F and is almost constant forF>0.44. The inset of
Fig. 1 shows the same quantity as a function ofR and here
flattening occurs forR>0.23. Hence, the probability to find
protein-like realizations decreases as a function ofF ~or R).
However, the total number of realizations is given
NRealiz.5(3N)!/ †@3N(12R)#!(3NR)! ‡, i.e., grows much
faster with increasingR. It follows that the total number o
proteinlike realizations that may be designed~a randomly
chosen realization has vanishing small probability for
single ground state! is also anincreasingfunction ofF since
the bond randomness R and the average frustration ove
alizations ^F&av are related through^F(R)&av54@(1
2R)3R1(12R)R3# @8#.

We know that with growingF, the energy landscape be
comes more and more rugged. The number of local min
separated by high-energy barriers will grow, and the pr
ability will increase that our simulated annealing runs g
trapped in one of them and do not find the global minimu
This may be seen in Fig. 2 where we display the aver
failure rate^NF& as a function ofF for the case of all 2000
samples and for only these realizations with single grou

FIG. 1. The frequencyf SG5NSG/NT of realizations with a
single ground state as a function ofF and ~inset! R.
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stateNg51. In this plot, we observe a steep increase of^NF&
at Fg50.4460.02 for the curve corresponding to the ‘‘a
samples’’ case. Note that this value corresponds toRg
50.2360.02, which is consistent with that for the transitio
between a ferromagnetic and spin-glass order found in@12#.
The transition between the ferromagnet and the spin g
may also be observed in the average number of ground s
per realization̂ Ng& as a function ofF that we display in the
inset of Fig. 2. The location of the steep increase in t
quantity, Fg50.4460.02 ~which corresponds toRg50.23
60.02), is the same as for the failure rate and agrees with
point in @12#.

The failure rateNF in Fig. 2 measures how often a simu
lation didnot find the ground state and is therefore related
the ‘‘folding time,’’ i.e., the time that would be necessary
find the ground state in a simulation. The ‘‘folding time
itself is a measure for the kinetic accessibility of the grou
states. For the frustrated Ising model, we see from Fig. 2
the failure rate~and consequently the ‘‘folding time’’! is
small for smallF and differs little from the time needed fo
the ferromagnetF50. This changes once we reach values
F where the system behaves as a spin glass. At that point
failure rate and the ‘‘folding time’’ increases by orders
magnitude, and even for realizations$Jlm% that have a single
ground state that state may no longer be kinetically acc
sible. Such a situation is not desirable for real protei
which have only limited time to fold, and therefore, mu
have kinetically accessible native states. Hence, we may
assume that realizations$Jlm% with F>0.4460.02 are pro-
teinlike even if they have a unique ground state. If the an
ogy between proteins and spin systems holds, then we
expect for proteins also an interplay between the increas
entropy of sequences, which lead to unique ground-s
structures, and the requirement that this state has to be
netically accessible. On one hand, the entropy of seque
increases with frustration, while on the other hand the fo
ing times become prohibitively large once the frustration e
ceeds a certain value. In the Ising model, the transition to

FIG. 2. The average failure rate^NF& as a function ofF. In the
inset, we display the average number^Ng& of ground states as a
function of F.
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BRIEF REPORTS PHYSICAL REVIEW E 64 052903
spin-glass behavior is pronounced and located atFg50.44
60.02 (Rg50.2360.02). The above conjecture may expla
why proteins are marginally stable: the entropy of margina
stable proteins is much higher than that of sequences o
mized for thermodynamic stability and fast folding. How
ever, a limiting minimal amount of thermodynamic stabili
is necessary to guarantee function of the protein.

The above conjecture implies that the ‘‘optimal’’ amou
of frustration in proteins is where the system is ‘‘almost’’
the point of becoming a spin glass. This is because in su
case, the entropy of sequences that lead to a singleand ac-
cessible ground state is maximal. However, a protein sho
also be stable in the sense that a mutation will not lead to
amino sequence with adifferentnative structure or no uniqu
ground state at all. Hence, such protein structures are
ferred that can be realized by a maximal number of differ
amino acid sequences@13#. In the language of our spin sys
tem the above statement implies that these spin config
tions are most proteinlike that are single ground state for
largest number of realizations$Jlm%. For this reason, we hav
further checked theNSG proteinlike ground-state configura
tions on translational and rotational symmetries. This pro
dure leads to a much smaller numberND of distinct single
ground-state configurations.ND is displayed as a function o
F in the inset of Fig. 3.ND is an increasing function over th
whole ferromagnetic range and more or less constant in
spin-glass range. Hence, with increasing value ofF, not only
the total number of proteinlike realizations grows but a
the variety of proteinlike states.

From the inset of Fig. 3, we would expect that the situ
tion in proteins would correspond to small values of frust
tion F in the Ising model where one single ground-state c
figuration dominates, which may be realized by many set
bond variables$Jlm%. However, proteins have to change ov
the course of evolution. The requirement of evolutiona
flexibility suggests that larger values of randomness
frustration should be preferred that increase the numbe
distinct ground-state structures and enhance the chance t

FIG. 3. The ratioND /NSG as a function ofF. In the inset, we
show the numberND of truly differentsingle ground-state configu
rations, as a function ofF.
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mutation will lead from one structure to a different on
Hence, we expect for proteins an interplay between the
quirement that the native structure is stable under mutatio
and the need for structural changes over the course of
lution.

In order to study this interplay, we plot in Fig. 3 the rat
ND /NSG. Note that this ratio corresponds to the inverse
the ~averaged! ‘‘designability’’ @13# and is a measure for th
degeneracy of the various proteinlike states~i.e., spin con-
figurations that are unique ground states for some real
tions $Jlm%! of our spin system. We see that this ratio has
steplike behavior atFp50.4160.02 ~which corresponds to
Rp50.1760.02). For smaller values ofF, the ND types of
ground-state configurations are realized by many sets$Jlm%,
while for larger values ofF, each spin configuration is rea
ized by only one realization$Jlm%. Hence, we conclude tha
in our spin system, the ‘‘optimal’’ frustration is atFp where
both a variety of different proteinlike configurations may
realized, but at the same time, these structures may be
signed by more than one set of$Jlm%, and therefore are stabl
under mutations@14#. Note that this point is close to, bu
smaller than, the glass transition point (Fg50.4460.02).
Our value ofFp also corresponds to the point where in Fi
1, the failure rate of realizations with single ground sta
diverges from the corresponding plot forall realizations:F
50.4160.03.

The above results suggest that in proteinlike systems,
domness and frustration is necessary to increase the de
ability of proteins. In our spin system, the absolute num
of realizations with a single ground state will increase w
frustration. On the other hand, once the frustration excee
certain value, the system becomes a spin glass. The resu
rugged energy landscape implies now that the single gro
state, if existing, is no longer kinetically accessible. Th
would be biologically not desirable, and the frustration
proteins has to be below this critical value. In a similar fas
ion, the evolutionarily favorable increase in diversity
protein-like states with frustration is counteracted by t
growing probability that a given configuration becomes u
stable under mutations. If the frustration exceed a cer

FIG. 4. Time series of the bond randomnessF from a dynamic
simulation described in the text.
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BRIEF REPORTS PHYSICAL REVIEW E 64 052903
value, any mutation would lead to a different structure tha
again biologically not desirable. We conjecture that prote
are not minimally frustrated but that in proteinlike system
the competition between these factors leads to a max
value ofF where the number of different kinetically acce
sible structures, which can be realized as single ground s
by manysequences, is largest. For our spin system, this p
is Fp50.4160.02, which is close to, but below the poin
Fg50.4460.02, where the system starts to behave as a
glass.

In order to demonstrate how the interplay of the abo
outlined factors may lead to an optimal value ofF, we have
made up the following game. Our starting point is the fer
magnet, i.e.,Jlm51. The game consists of a series of Mon
Carlo steps that simulate ‘‘evolution.’’ At each Monte Car
step, our system has two offspring before it dies. One of
offspring is a copy of the parent, the other carries a mutat
We simulate mutations by chosing at random one-bond v
ableJlm and switching its sign. Only one of the offspring
allowed to survive, and the survival rate of the ‘‘mutant’’
given byP(FN)/@P(FN)1P(F0)#. Here,FN andF0 are the
frustration of the ‘‘mutant’’ and the ‘‘unchanged system
respectively, with P(F)5 f SG(F)@12^NF(F)&#@1
2ND(F)/NSG(F)#, where f SG(F), ^NF(F)&, and ND /NSG
are taken from our previous simulations and^NF(F)& corre-
sponds to the curvêNF(F)& with Ng51 in Fig. 1. With
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these rules, our system performs a random walk inF shown
in Fig. 4. The average value ofF throughout this random
walk gives F50.4260.03, which is consistent withFp
50.4160.02 and supports our assumption that the evolut
of proteinlike systems leads to a optimal point ofF in the
system.

In summary, we have studied the simple frustrated Is
model as an analog for proteins. Investigating this system
a function of frustration, we found that the spin system e
hibits proteinlike behavior at or slightly below the point
which a system changes from an ordered~ferromagnet! to a
random system~spin glass!. Whether this observation~which
questions the common belief that proteins are minima
frustrated systems! holds for realistic protein models remain
to be investigated. As a next step in this direction, we ha
started simulations of a bond-diluted and site-diluted fr
trated Ising model. In such a model, it may be possible
generate more realistic proteinlike structures with backb
and side chains.
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